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ABSTRACT
Much of the work done in the field of tangible interaction has focused on creating tools for learning; however, in many cases, little evidence has been provided that tangible interfaces offer educational benefits compared to more conventional interaction techniques. In this paper, we present a study comparing the use of a tangible and a graphical interface as part of an interactive computer programming and robotics exhibit that we designed for the Boston Museum of Science. In this study, we have collected observations of 260 museum visitors and conducted interviews with 13 family groups. Our results show that visitors found the tangible and the graphical systems equally easy to understand. However, with the tangible interface, visitors were significantly more likely to try the exhibit and significantly more likely to actively participate in groups. In turn, we show that regardless of the condition, involving multiple active participants leads to significantly longer interaction times. Finally, we examine the role of children and adults in each condition and present evidence that children are more actively involved in the tangible condition, an effect that seems to be especially strong for girls.
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INTRODUCTION
An often-stated goal in modern education is that learning should be intrinsically motivated. In other words, students themselves should be the principle driving force behind their own academic explorations [2,26,28]. This applies both to formal learning settings such as classrooms and to informal learning settings such as after school programs and museums. In this paper, we describe a tangible user interface for computer programming that is part of a permanent exhibit at the Boston Museum of Science. We created this exhibit to provide a hands-on learning experience for children and to introduce concepts of computer programming and robotics. Our decision to use a tangible interface was motivated by the desire to create an engaging exhibit that encourages self-guided, collaborative interaction. To evaluate this design decision, we conducted a study comparing the use of tangible computer programming and mouse-based computer programming in this environment. The study involved observations of 260 museum visitors and interviews with 13 family groups. Our results show that the tangible language and the graphical
language are equally easy for visitors to understand. However, the tangible language offers several significant advantages from an informal science learning perspective. Among these, the tangible interface is more inviting and provides better support for active collaboration. Furthermore, the use of the tangible interface results in a more child-focused activity. In other words, children seem to be more actively involved and self-motivated. Parents, in turn, take on more of a supporting role and less of an instructional role. While there is still much work to be done in this area, we hope that this study will provide concrete evidence that tangible interaction can be an effective way to promote intrinsically motivated educational activities for children.

Tangible Programming: Formal and Informal Education

Our work on tangible programming languages was originally inspired by informal observations of teachers in classrooms over a period of two years who were grappling with the challenge of incorporating computer-based learning activities into their curriculum. From these observations, we recognized that one of the most important and difficult responsibilities of a teacher is to maintain a positive and productive learning environment in the classroom. Modern desktop computers, designed primarily as single-user productivity tools for businesses, are inappropriate for many classroom applications, often making the teacher’s job more difficult. In the case of computer programming, students are required to leave their normal work space, crowd around a limited number of desktop computers, and share single user input devices. In addition, teachers are often apprehensive about the use of technology in their classrooms. Not only are they concerned about what exactly students are doing behind the screens of multi-media computers connected to the Internet, but teachers may also feel a sense of loss of control and self-doubt about their own proficiency with technology [1]. Our initial prototype tangible programming language [12] sought to address some of these issues and improve computer programming activities in the classroom for students and teachers alike.

This work led to discussions and an eventual partnership with program directors at the Museum of Science who were interested in creating hands-on computer programming and robotics activities. The result of this partnership was the creation of a permanent exhibit in Cahners ComputerPlace at the Museum [13]. This exhibit has been open to the public since October 2007, and, in its first year, it was used by approximately 20,000 people.

In informal science learning settings, educational priorities are often different from those of classrooms. Without a teacher or curriculum requirements to guide activities, exhibits are designed to be self-directed and to allow visitors to create knowledge through hands-on exploration [2, 17, 43]. There is less concern for curriculum standards or students’ performance on tests and quizzes. In a sense, helping to shift children’s attitudes and preconceptions is at least as important as conveying high-level science and technology concepts. In addition, most people visit museums in social groups as part of family visits or school field trips [35]. While many computer and mouse-based exhibits may be engaging to one person, they are often detrimental to the social group as a whole [10, 14]. Despite these differences, many of the design considerations for tangible programming in classroom settings such as cost, durability, simplicity, apprehendability, and robustness, are equally important in museum settings [2,16, 40].

Exhibit Overview

The Robot Park exhibit allows museum visitors to control an iRobot Create™ robot by creating computer programs using a tangible programming language called Tern that we developed [12]. Programs created with Tern consist of chains of wooden blocks shaped like jigsaw puzzle pieces (Figure 5). These blocks represent actions for the robot to perform, such as SHAKE, BEEP, or TURN LEFT; control-flow structures such as a WHILE loop and a REPEAT loop; and robot sensor values such as a bump sensor, and an infrared light detector. Visitors press a button to compile their programs, which are converted into digital instructions using a reliable, low-cost computer vision system that we developed [11]. Visitors’ programs are then transmitted wirelessly to the robot through a Bluetooth connection. The robot, in turn, immediately begins to act out its instructions. The implementation details for the exhibit were described in [13].

![Figure 2. The Robot Park sign will light up and move when visitors program the robot to move to a special target area at the back of the exhibit platform.](image)

To help engage visitors, the exhibit includes a built-in challenge activity. By programming the robot to drive to a...
special target at the back of the robot platform, visitors can cause the Robot Park sign (Figure 2) to light up and move.

BACKGROUND

Educational Programming Languages

As computers play a larger and larger role in our everyday lives, familiarity with computers and programming is becoming essential, and many researchers are exploring methods to introduce computer programming to children [20]. Research has shown that learning how to program computers can have a positive and measurable effect on children's achievement, not only in math and science, but also in language skills, creativity, and social-emotional interaction [3,5,9]. Of course, the decades of research involving computer programming in schools is diverse, and much depends on the age of the students, the context of the computer programming activities, and the ways in which the activities are integrated in with the broader curriculum [5].

Figure 4. A screen shot from the Scratch programming language from the Lifelong Kindergarten group at the MIT Media Lab [29]. Scratch is one of several recent educational programming languages to adopt a puzzle piece graphical metaphor.

Since the 1960s a large number of programming languages and systems targeted at novice users have been created [20]. Notable recent languages include PicoBlocks, Scratch [29], Alice [6], and Storytelling Alice [21]. Many recent languages have also adopted a puzzle piece metaphor, whereby programs are constructed by connecting interlocking visual elements. Tern follows this metaphor as well, although in our case the puzzle pieces are physical blocks rather than icons on a screen.

Tangible Interfaces for Education

Research in tangible user interfaces (TUIs) has expanded our definition of what it means to interact with computers. Much of the research conducted with tangible user interfaces has focused on education [25]. Perhaps this is not surprising given that many of the benefits of moving interfaces into the physical world seem especially beneficial for children in the classroom. Jacob et al. propose that tangible interfaces have potential advantages for users because they build directly on existing knowledge and experience from the real world (such as an understanding of naïve physics, body awareness and skills, and social awareness and skills) [19]. However, Marshall points out a general lack of empirical evidence supporting the value of tangible interfaces for educational use [22], although some recent studies have sought to begin building both theoretical and empirical foundations in this area [27,31,37,42,44]. As an example, Stringer et al. report on a tangible interface called Webkits [37] that was the result of a series of prototypes developed through ethnographic work in classrooms. This study documents how the use of tangible interfaces in classrooms can augment curriculum and facilitate group work. Here, we add to this effort, providing both quantitative and qualitative evidence of benefits of tangible interaction in informal education settings.

Tangible Programming

Tangible programming is an idea that has been around since at least the 1970s when Radia Perlman created the Slot Machine device to allow young children to create physical Logo programs. Since that time, a variety of tangible programming languages have been created. Some involve program by example systems (such as StoryKits [24], Topobo [27], and Curlybot [8]), while others allow for the construction of physical algorithmic structures (such as AlgoBlocks [38], Digital Construction Set [23], Electronic Blocks [41], and Tern [12]). Researchers have begun to explore the exciting potentials of programming in and with the physical world. Some ideas that have been generated include the blending of physical space and digital programming [7, 24], robots that are also embodied algorithmic structures [33, 41], the incorporation of found or crafted materials into algorithmic expressions [36], or the integration of physical activity and play with programming [36, 32].

Figure 5. Our tangible programming interface, Tern, consists of a collection of wooden blocks shaped like jigsaw puzzle pieces.

While this work is pioneering, there is minimal evidence that tangible systems offer benefits compared to their onscreen counterparts. Some of these systems provide a unique programming experience that has no reasonable
graphical comparison. Others, however, could be compared to onscreen systems through controlled experiments, and we believe that the results of such experiments could offer useful direction to the field of tangible interaction as a whole.

COMPARATIVE STUDY
We conducted a between subjects study to compare the effectiveness of a tangible and a graphical programming interface for the Robot Park exhibit at the Boston Museum of Science. The study consisted of observations of museum visitors and an analysis of logs generated by the exhibit computer. In order to provide context for our quantitative data, we also interviewed 13 family groups who had used the exhibit. Based on our prior formative evaluation of this exhibit [13], we were interested in the following six questions.

Inviting: Does the type of interface affect how likely visitors are to interact with the exhibit?

Apprehendable: Does the type of interface affect whether or not visitors are able to develop an understanding of how the exhibit works? That is, are they able to figure out how to create programs and send them to the robot?

Active Collaborative: Does the type of interface affect how well visitors are able to interact with the exhibit in groups? Does the exhibit support simultaneous active participants?

Engaging: Does the type of interface affect how long visitors interact with the exhibit?

Programs: Does the type of interface affect either the number or the complexity of programs that visitors create to control the robot?

Child-Focused: Does the type of interface affect how children interact with the exhibit and with other members of their social group?

Method
During the evaluation, visitors used the exhibit without interacting with researchers and without help from the museum staff. Quantitative data involving visitor behavior were logged automatically by the exhibit computer as well as manually by the researchers. During periods of observation, researchers sat ten feet away from the exhibit and watched visitors’ interactions with the exhibit. A sign was posted next to the exhibit, notifying visitors that the exhibit was being observed. For this study, we were interested in observing family groups, which we define as groups of individuals consisting of at least one child and one adult who visit the museum together. To increase our chances of observing family groups, we conducted all of our observations over a period of three weeks on weekend days. Visitors were not recruited to participate in the study; rather, participants were people who happened to visit Cahners ComputerPlace at the Museum on one of our observation days.

Conditions
We observed museum visitors in two independent conditions, tangible and graphical. In the tangible condition (TUI), visitors interacted with the exhibit using the Tern wooden block interface described above. In the graphical condition (GUI), we replaced the wooden blocks with a single standard, two-button computer mouse. To allow for mouse-based programming in the GUI condition, we created a comparable visual programming language (Figure 6). We were careful to make the visual and the tangible languages as similar as possible, and we offered an identical set of blocks in the two versions. In addition, to help ensure an intuitive graphical language, we modeled our mouse-based interaction conventions on the popular Scratch programming language [29].

All other aspects of the physical exhibit installation remained the same. We set up only one interface for visitors to use on a given observation day, and we alternated conditions on subsequent days. Furthermore, the two researchers who collected data for the study spent roughly equal amounts of time observing each condition.

![Figure 6. We created a graphical programming language equivalent to Tern using the same jigsaw puzzle metaphor and an identical set of blocks.](image)

We chose to compare the tangible language to a system with a single mouse because this still seems to be the predominant form of interaction in schools, after school programs, and museums. In the future, we would like to broaden our comparison to include multi-touch or multi-mouse systems. For now, we will note areas where we think that alternate screen-based systems might be advantageous in our discussion of the results.

Participants
We observed a total of 260 individuals at the Museum of Science (108 for the GUI condition and 152 for the TUI condition). Of these, 104 of the participants were children (47 for the TUI condition and 57 for the GUI condition). We defined a child as an individual 16 years old or younger. However, for these observations we did not interview visitors, so our participant ages are estimates.
Based on these estimates, observed children were between 2 and 16 years old (46 were approximately 8 years old or younger; 34 were between the ages of 9 and 12; and 24 were between the ages of 13 and 16). As we mention above, we were interested in observing family groups. In the GUI condition there were 25 total groups, 16 of which contained at least one parent and one child. In the TUI condition, there were 39 total groups, 18 of which contained at least one parent and one child.

For family group interviews, we recruited thirteen child-parent pairs. Of the children, six were girls and seven were boys. The ages ranged from 5-16 years of age, with an average age of 9.

Quantitative Data
To measure the inviting quality of the exhibit, we kept a tally of the number of people who noticed (looked or glanced at) the exhibit while within a five foot radius of the installation. Of the people who noticed the exhibit, we recorded the number of people who touched the exhibit with their hands. The time that a visitor first touched the exhibit was recorded as the start of a session. Session data were recorded on a per-group basis.

To measure apprehendability, we noted whether or not a social group was able to develop an understanding of how the exhibit worked. In other words, did visitors understand that pressing the run button causes the robot to execute a program? For our purposes, programming the robot one time was not sufficient evidence of understanding. Instead, we required evidence that visitors were purposefully putting pieces together to create more than one program. We recognized that it might be possible for a visitor to understand how the exhibit works without compiling more than one program; however, for the purposes of comparison, we felt that it was more important to avoid false positives than false negatives.

To determine the extent to which the exhibit supports collaboration, we compared the number of active participants to the number of passive participants for each interaction session. An active participant is someone who touches or interacts with the exhibit in some way, while a passive participant is a visitor who simply observes other members of his or her social group using the exhibit. Visitors often switch between active and passive roles during an interaction session; however, for this study, any hands-on interaction during a session classified a participant as active. We recognize that collaboration is a complicated concept with many shades of meaning. Our measure is not comprehensive, but we feel the results are still worth noting.

To measure engagement, we recorded the duration of each interaction session. This was recorded as the time the first group member started interacting with the exhibit to the time that the last group member left the exhibit. This method is based on prior studies of engagement with interactive elements in museums [17]. Like collaboration, we recognize that session length is a narrow definition of engagement, a phenomenon that has intellectual, physical, emotional, and social aspects; however, museum research has shown that session length correlates well with physical, intellectual, and social aspects of engagement [17].

To analyze visitor computer programs we programmed the exhibit computer to log every program compiled by participants. This was in the form of a screen shot for the GUI condition and an image captured by the digital camera for the TUI condition (Figure 9). In analyzing these logs we were interested in three questions: does the type of interface affect (1) the number of programs created by visitors per session; (2) the length of programs created; and (3) the complexity of programs created?

To determine the extent to which the exhibit is child-focused, we noted which member of each family group initiated an interaction session and whether that person was a parent, a child, or a parent and child together. We also analyzed the data for differences between children and adults for each of the other measures described above.

Qualitative Data
After collecting the quantitative data, we returned to the museum on several additional weekend days to conduct interviews with family groups. In all, we interviewed thirteen parent/child pairs who had used the exhibit for more than five minutes. In some cases there was more than one child in a family group that we interviewed. In these cases, we interviewed the child who seemed most involved with the activity. After initially agreeing to participate, each family group was given time to read and sign a consent form. The interviews took about fifteen minutes to complete. Of the children who participated in the interviews, twelve had never programmed before, and one had programmed with LEGO Mindstorms at a camp. All reported that they used a computer at least once a week at school or at home. Four of the groups had used the GUI condition and nine had used the TUI condition prior to participating in the interview.

In the interviews, we gathered background information and impressions from the visitors, and we asked them to work together to complete a few simple programming tasks. We also introduced the visitors to the interface (either GUI or TUI) that they had not been using before the interview. After trying out the second interface, we asked the children to fill out a short questionnaire about the two interfaces. Eleven out of the thirteen children answered these questions, while the two remaining children left before finishing the questionnaire. For children who could not read, we read the questions out loud.

RESULTS
Inviting
Based on our prior formative evaluation of the exhibit, we expected the tangible interface to be highly inviting. We
hoped that the use of familiar objects (such as wooden blocks) would transform an unfamiliar and potentially intimidating activity like computer programming into an inviting and playful experience.

Our results, shown in Figure 7, indicate that the choice of interface matters a great deal. Overall, visitors were significantly more likely to try the exhibit with tangible blocks rather than with a mouse (based on a two-tailed z-test). This was especially true for children and for girls in particular. For the graphical system, 33.3% of girls who noticed the exhibit also tried it. This number rose to 85.7% when the tangible system was presented, an increase of over 50%.

To gain some insight into this effect, during the family group interviews, we asked the children which interface they thought was more fun. Seven of the visitors who were interviewed reported that the blocks were more fun than the mouse; one said that the mouse was more fun; and two reported that they were the same (1 subject had no response).

**Apprehendable**

Before conducting this study, our hypothesis was that the graphical condition would be easier for visitors to understand than the tangible condition. This was because we felt that, in general, visitors would be very familiar with graphical user interfaces. On the other hand, we thought that visitors would have a difficult time linking actions performed with wooden blocks to the resulting actions of the robot, especially since there are no electronic components in the wooden blocks or the programming surface.

Despite our expectations, the results of our study showed that there was no significant difference between the two conditions. Of the 25 groups that we observed in the graphical condition, 18 (72%) successfully developed an understanding of how the exhibit worked. In the tangible condition, 29 out of the 39 (74%) groups were successful.

Typically, visitors would give up if they were not able to figure out the exhibit within the first two minutes of interaction (only two groups overall spent more than two minutes before giving up).

Correspondingly, out of the family groups we interviewed, four reported that the blocks were easier to use and five reported that the mouse was easier to use (with one reporting that they were the same, and one not responding to this question).

**Active Collaborative**

Tangible interfaces are often claimed to improve support for collaborative interaction. We expected that this would be true for our tangible system as well, if for no other reason than the tangible interface consists of multiple input devices that can be manipulated independently, while the graphical condition consists of only a single input device.

For the purposes of this study, we define active collaboration as simultaneous active participation, and we measure it by comparing the number of active and passive participants in each group. The average number of active participants per group in the graphical condition was 1.32 (SD=0.48), while the average in the tangible condition was 2.0 (SD=1.05). This difference is statistically significant (one-tailed t-test, p < 0.01). Similarly, the ratio of active to passive participation in the GUI condition was 1.18, while the ratio in the TUI condition was 3.55. Figure 8 shows the average number of active participants in each condition by age and gender. The difference between conditions was especially large for children (based on a one-tailed z-test).

This result was reflected in our interviews with family groups. More children said that they would prefer to use the blocks for working with friends or family (7 blocks, 3 mouse, 1 no response). However, the responses were evenly split when asked which interface would be preferable for working alone (4 answered the blocks, 4 the mouse, 1 the same, 1 had no opinion, 1 didn’t answer).
Engaging
We measured engagement in terms of the overall session length for each group. The average session length was 4.02 minutes for the graphical condition (SD=4.87) and 5.03 minutes for the tangible condition (SD=5.84). The variance for session length was high in both conditions, and a two-tailed t-test showed no significant difference between the two means. To put these results into perspective, recent research on engagement in science museums has found average session lengths of 3.3 minutes for successful, engaging exhibits [17].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GUI (N = 25)</th>
<th>TUI (N = 39)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Active Participant</td>
<td>2.55 (SD=2.09)</td>
<td>1.77 (SD=1.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Active Participants</td>
<td>7.13 (SD=7.42)</td>
<td>6.65; (SD=6.47)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Average session lengths for groups with a single active participant and groups with multiple active participants for both conditions. The differences within both conditions are statistically significant (p < 0.05).

We did, however, observe a significant difference in average session length between groups with only a single active participant compared to groups with multiple active participants (see Table 1). This suggests that for engagement, the type of interface might be less important than actively involving multiple participants. Thus, multiple mice (e.g. [34]), large touch-enabled displays (e.g. [30]), and tangible blocks might all be equally effective in engaging visitors because they all provide good support for multiple active participants.

Computer Programs
Using the exhibit computer logs, we analyzed the actual computer programs that visitors created during the first two days of observations (one day for each condition). This included 13 groups in the GUI condition and 20 groups in the TUI condition. Prior to conducting the study we hypothesized that visitors would create longer and more complex programs with the tangible interface because we felt that it was easier to manipulate and rearrange physical blocks than to manipulate icons on a computer screen with a mouse. However, despite this hypothesis, we found no significant differences between the conditions.

Number of Programs
The average number of programs created per group in the GUI condition was 4.85 (SD=7.09). The average in the TUI condition was 7.19 (SD=5.72). This difference was not significant. These results include groups that compiled no programs. If we omit the groups with zero programs the averages were closer together (7.88 for GUI vs. 8.39 for TUI).

Program Length
We measured program length in terms of the number of blocks (or statements) included. The average program length in the GUI condition was 8.06 statements (SD=3.04), while the average program length in the TUI condition was 9.13 statements (SD=5.71). Again, this difference was not statistically significant.

Program Complexity
To measure complexity, we assigned a complexity score from 1-4 to each program compiled. Programs with a score of 1 contained only action blocks (no flow of control statements). Programs with a score of 2 contained at least one control block but no parameter values, while programs with a score of 3 contained a single control flow block with a parameter value. Finally, programs with a score of 4 contained multiple control flow blocks with parameters. We found no significant differences in complexity levels between conditions.

Child-Focused
Finally, we examined the roles of children and adults under both conditions and found evidence that the tangible system seems to encourage more active participation on the part of children. For our measure of inviting, we note that children were much more likely to try the tangible interface, whereas for adult men, there was no significant difference between the conditions (Figure 7). We also noticed an increase in the percentage of active participation (compared to passive participation) that was especially large for children (Figure 8). This data combined with qualitative observations suggests that parents tended to take on more of a supporting role (offering advice and suggestions from the sidelines) rather than an instructional role. For example, during one of the interviews in the GUI condition, a seven-year old girl worked with her father to complete the programming tasks. The father had control of the mouse during this session. When we introduced them to the tangible interface, the girl...
immediately took over the job of creating programs, while her father looked on and offered advice.

Finally, considering data from family group sessions (omitting adult-only or child-only groups), 17 out of 18 sessions in the TUI condition were either initiated by a child or initiated by a parent and child simultaneously. In the GUI condition, on the other hand, 11 out of 16 sessions were initiated by a child or parent and child simultaneously. The remaining sessions were initiated by an adult. This difference is statistically significant using a two-tailed z-test (p < 0.05).

**DISCUSSION**

Overall, on the six measures, the tangible interface was more inviting, more supportive of active collaboration, and more child-focused than the mouse-based interface. We also found that the tangible and graphical interfaces were equivalently apprehendable and engaging, and the resulting visitor programs were not significantly different. For the measure of engagement, we noted that regardless of the condition, session times were longer when more than one participant was actively involved. This suggests that other types of interfaces designed to support collaboration (such as multi-touch or multi-mouse systems) might be equally effective in encouraging engagement.

**Girls and Programming**

In this study, we observed that girls were significantly more likely to use the exhibit in the tangible condition than in the graphical, mouse-based condition. It has been noted that as technology becomes more pervasive in our society, it is important that it supports all members of society [1,21]. Although women and girls currently are under-represented in the field of computer science [1, 39], Kelleher et al. [21] point out that performance and interest in programming has been shown to depend on previous experience programming and time spent programming, rather than on gender. Thus, researchers and educators have been developing methods and tools to motivate girls to learn about computers and to provide them with positive learning experiences with programming (for example Storytelling Alice [21] and Lilypad Arduino [4]). Furthermore, Inkpen et al. demonstrate the importance of technology’s ability to support collaboration to engage girls. In this case the technology was multiple mice connected to a single computer. We feel that our results provide strong evidence that tangible programming languages might be another approach to create more gender-neutral computer programming activities for both formal and informal education.

**Active Collaboration and Sharability**

The tangible condition proved to be more supportive of active collaboration than the graphical, mouse-based condition. Hornecker, Marshall, and Rogers outline rudimentary components of sharable interfaces [15] that identify many of the key features that we felt contributed to the success of the tangible interface for our exhibit. A sharable interface, in this case, refers to the support for multiple, co-present collaborators around a common task, and it includes components of entry points and access points. Entry points entice people to interact with a system. In our case, the wooden blocks seemed much more effective for this purpose than a computer mouse. This is perhaps because the blocks are familiar and playful objects. But we suspect that this is only part of the story. It could also be that the blocks are non-threatening objects presented in a novel and curious context.

The tangible interface was much better at luring people into socially-motivated interaction. With the graphical interface, on the other hand, an observer might feel equally motivated to the activity but also may feel unable to do so without taking the mouse away from the active user. Hornecker et al. [15] describe the honey-pot effect as a social entry point, whereby passive observers are drawn into active participation by watching their family and friends interact with the exhibit. The honey-pot effect, however, is most effective when coupled with easy access to the system for multiple participants as in the tangible interface.

Sharable interfaces also provide access points, which can refer to both perceptual access and manipulative access [15]. The tangible interface is clearly superior in terms of manipulative access because it offers many objects that can be independently manipulated in a meaningful way by multiple participants. We also suspect that the tangible interface provides better perceptual access as well. This is simply because the display space that bounds the interaction is larger and more visible. The tangible interface is manipulated on a large horizontal table top that can be viewed at any angle, while the graphical interface is displayed on a vertical computer screen that can only be viewed from limited angles. Thus, it is both easier for one collaborating active participant to understand the actions of another, and for passive participants to understand the actions of active participants.

**CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK**

In this paper we presented a study comparing tangible and graphical interaction for use with a science museum exhibit. Our results provide concrete evidence that thoughtfully designed tangible interfaces can offer several significant advantages over the standard single-mouse graphical interfaces in the context of informal science education. Among these advantages, tangible interfaces can be more inviting and more conducive to collaborative interaction. Furthermore, in this case, the tangible interface is better at encouraging children to take an active role in exploring and learning, an effect that seems especially strong for girls.

Our work on tangible programming is ongoing. One limitation of our results is that our comparison included only a tangible interface and a single-mouse graphical interface. Thus, we are interested in comparing tangible interfaces to a broader spectrum of input devices for use in
informal science learning such as multi-touch surfaces or multi-mice systems. Our results on engagement suggest that these alternative multi-user devices might have similar benefits to tangible interaction. In addition, we are beginning a three year research project, funded by the National Science Foundation, on the use of tangible programming languages in early elementary school classrooms. The primary focus of this work will be on the developmental appropriateness of programming concepts for younger children in light of new, more appropriate technology.
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